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Olfactory nerves serving the sense of smell, have their cells of origin in the

olfactory mucosa in the nasal cavity. This olfactory region comprises the

mucosa of the superior nasal concha and the opposite post of the nasal

septum. The nerve fibres originate as the central or deep processes of the

olfactory cells and collect into bundles which cross in various directions,

forming a plexiform net work in the mucosa, finally forming about 20 branches



which traverse the cribriform plate in lateral and medial groups and end in the

glomerul i of the ol factory bulb. the former continuing into the nasal

periosteum, the latter into the perineural sheaths of the nerve bundles. Tissue

spaces in these sheaths connect with those in the nasal mucous membrane

and with the subarachnoid space.


Cribriform 
 Pia-arachnoid  Duramater  Plate

  (Nasal Periosteum)  
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  Lateral  Ventricles 





 Third Ventricle   Lateral Ventrcle 

 Fourth Ventricle 
 ChoroidPlexus  �Ventricles  

(Cerebro-spinal  
  (Ventricles)  fluid)

 




Ventricles of the Brain
    The ventricles of the brain develop as expansions of the lumen of the

embryonic  neural tube from a continuous fluid-filled system in the brain. The

roof of each ventricle is thin and does not contain neurons. Each ventricle

does, however, have network of capillaries called a choroid plexus associated

with its roof. These plexuses, together with the ependymal cells that cover

them, are the sites of production of cerebrospinal fluid. The fluid fills the

ventricles of the brain, the central  canal of the spinal cord, and the

subarachnoid space 

   If air is injected into the ventricles, they become distinguishable on an X ray.

This procedure is used to detect the presence of tumors or brain damage that

distort the normal outlines of the ventricles.

Lateral Ventricles
     Within each cerebral hemisphere is a lateral ventricle that has its major
portion located in the parietal lobe (anterior horn), the occipital lobe (posterior
horn), and the temporal lobe (inferior horn). The lateral ventricles are
separated from  each other medially by a thin vertical partition called the
septum pellucidum. Each lateral ventricle communicates with the third ventricle
by a small opening called the foramen of Monro (interventricular foramen).

Third Ventricle
    The third ventricle is a narrow middle chamber in the diencephalon. The

right and left masses of the thalamus form most of its lateral walls. The massa

intermedia (intermediate mass) passes through the ventricle by means of the

cerebral aqueduct (aqueduct of Sylvius) of the mesencephalon.

Fourth Ventricle
      The fourth ventricle is a pyramidal cavity located in the hindbrain just
ventral to the cerebellum. There are two openings in the lateral walls of the
fourth ventricle called the foramina of Luschka. In the roof is a single opening,
the foramen of Magendie. The ventricles communicate through  these three
openings with a space surrounding the brain and spinal cord (subarachnoid



space). The fourth ventricle is continuous with the narrow central canal that
extends the length of the spinal cord.
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0.5-1.0 seconds, and then closes. (Applied Physiology by Samson Wright).
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 (i)

 Down`s Ayndrone Cysticfibrosis

 CVS   (ii)

 120 


i) It is possible to precisely diagnose before three months (between
nine and eleven weeks) whether the foetus is normal or is a
thalassaemia carrier or has thalassaemia disease. The parents can
thenhave the option to continue or to terminate thepregnancy.
ii) Its mentioned, the other option available is to become pregnant
and request prenatal diagnosis by chorionic villus sampling (CVS),
or amniocentesis, but in this case they have to face one in four
chance of terminating pregnancy if foetus is found to be affected
(thalassaemic).

 (2)
Preimplantion genetic diagnosis (PGD)
PGD is the most recent and exciting progress in the control of
congenital diseases, such as thalassaemia, before pregnancy is
established.

 PGD




(i) PGD test is performed using the woman`s egg by products,
called the first and second polar bodies, which are discarded during
oocyte maturation and ferlilisation and have no biological role in
embryo development. The procedure involves a foll icular
stimulation and oocytes retrieval, using a standard IVF protocol
By testing the first and second polar bodies, the doctors can
determine whether the woman`s eggs carry this severe disorder of
thalassaemia-









(ii) PGD entails assessment of the chromosomal status of an
embryo in vitro, before its transfer to the uterus. Most frequenthy,
the procedure is performed by biopsy of one or two blastomeres on
day 3 of development, when the embryo is at the 6- to 10 cell
stage. Each isolated cell is immediately fixed and screened for
c h r o m o s o m a l  c o n t e n t  u s i n g  f l u o r e s c e n c e  i n  s i t u
hybridization.(FISH) with chromosome specific DNA probes.

  106  PGD

 
 FISH 

(Fertility and sterility (vol 72 No.2)

 
 


Allhough the techniques and final goals of PGD  or biopsied polar
bodies and blastomeres are similar these two procedures are, in
fact slightly different. Genetic assessment of polar bodies reveals
the chromosomal constitution of oocytes, whereas the genetic



testing of  blastomeres evaluates the genetic contents of preem
bryos. (Fertility and sterility Vol 72 No2)

 (IVF) 
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 (PGD) 
The PGD Strategy has been applied to determine the sex of
embyos. (Fertility and Sterility Vol.79-No.6)
Sequential PCR (polymerase chain reaction) can be used to
confirm gender determination to avoid misdiagnosis. Ten samples
used to perform the sequenlial PCR resulted in consistent sexing in
all of the samples.
(Fertility and sterility Vol 72 No.2)

 (Sperms)  Y  X  Micro Sort 


Micro Sort is a form of sex selection. It is done by taking a

sperm sample and separating out the girl sperm from the boy

sperm.

In general any sperm sample should be about 50% girl and

50% boy sperm. The intent of the Micro sort process is to increase

that percentage. It is not possible at this point to have 100% pure

sample of either male or female sperm.

The sperm sample is run through a flow cytometer to separate

the female and male sperm. This is possible because the female

sperm (X) have about 3 times more DNA material than the male



sperm (Y). The purity of the sperm sample is then measured using

a process for DNA analysis known as FISH on an unused portion of

the sample.

Once the sample is sorted, it will then be put inside the

woman's body, typically in a process known as intrauterine

insemination.

The use of sorted sperm can also be done using in vitro

fertilization.

Micro sort can also be used in combination with other

procedures like intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) and even

PGD.

Currently the sex selection for boys yields about a 73% pure

sample, with 76% of the  Y sort babies being boys and the sex

selection for girls provides about an 88% pure sample, with 91 of

the micro- sort X sort babies being girls.
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  Gelatin 


    A product obtained by the partial hydrolysis of  collagen derived
f r o m  t h e  s k i n ,  w h i t e  c o n n e c t i v e
tissues, and bones of animals.
    There are two types of gelatin, Type A, derived mainly from pork
skins by acid processing, and Type B, obtained from bones and
animal skins by alkaline processing.
Uses- In pharmacy to coat pills and form capsules, and as an
emulsifing agent in the preparation of emulsions. It is also
recommended as an emulsifying agent in the pereparation of
emulsions. It has also been used as an adjuvant protein food in
malnutrition. 
(Reming ton :  The Sc ience  and Prac t ice o f  Pharmacy)

(Seventeenth edition)  
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DNA 
Parental testing

Parental testing is the use of genetic fingerprinting to determine
whether two individuals have a biological parent-child relationship.
A paternity test establishes genetic proof whether a man is the
biological father of an individual, and a maternity test establishes
whether a woman is the biological mother of an individual. Though
genetic testing is the most reliable standard, older methods also
exist, including ABO blood group typing, analysis of various other



proteins and enzymes, or using human leukocyte antigen antigens.
The current techniques for paternal testing are using polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) and restriction fragment length polymorphism.
Paternity testing can now also be performed while the woman is still
pregnant from a blood draw. DNA testing is currently the most
advanced and accurate technology to determine parentage.

 DNA   
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DNA profiling
The DNA of an individual is very nearly the same in each and

every somatic (nonreproductive) cell. Sexual reproduction brings
the DNA of both parents together randomly to create a unique
combination of genetic material in a new cell, so the genetic
material of an individual is derived from the genetic material of both
their parents in roughly equal amounts. This genetic material is
known as the nuclear genome of the individual, because it is found
in the nucleus.

Comparing the DNA sequence of an individual to that of
another individual can show whether one of them was derived from
the other. Specific sequences are usually looked at to see whether
they were copied verbatim from one of the individual's genome to



the other. If that was the case, then the genetic material of one
individual could have been derived from that of the other (i.e., one
is the parent of the other). Besides the nuclear DNA in the nucleus,
the mitochondria in the cells also have their own genetic material
termed the mitochondrial genome. Mitochondrial DNA comes only
from the mother, without any shuffling.

Prov ing a relat ionship based on compar ison of  the
mitochondrial genome is much easier than that based on the
nuclear genome. However, testing the mitochondrial genome can
prove only if two individuals are related by common descent
through maternal lines only from a common ancestor and is, thus,
of limited value (for instance, it could not be used to test for
paternity).

In testing the paternity of a male child, comparison of the Y
chromosome can be used since it is passed directly from father to
son
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Every person has two copies of each gene. One copy comes
from the mother and the other copy comes from the father. Thus,
one half of the genetic material in our body is inherited directly from
each of our two parents. When a DNA paternity test is performed,
the DNA laboratory examines the DNA of the child to determine
whether the father's contribution matches that of the alleged father.
If the alleged father is the true biological father of the child, half of
the child's genetics will match that of the alleged father's. The other
half comes from the mother and will match the profile of the mother
(testing the mother is optional). If the tested man is not the true
biological father of the child, the half of the child's genetic material
which comes from the father will not match the profile of the tested
man. If the profile does not match, the tested man is excluded as
being the true biological father of the child. When a DNA paternity
test is performed, the laboratory usually examines many different
genetic locations. The more genetic locations that are examined,
the more powerful and accurate your test becomes.

 (Gene) 


DNA  DNA  DNA
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 16 

The sample is collected by gently rubbing the swab inside the
mouth against the cheek for 10 seconds.

When a paternity test is performed, the laboratory examines a
number of different genetic locations (called "loci"). The more
locations that are examined, the more powerful and accurate your
test becomes. Currently, for high quality paternity tests, at least 16
genetic locations are examined in order to provide you with
conclusive results.




The DNA test usually takes approximately 3 to 5 working days
to complete. The testing process can be divided into 4 major
stages.

Stage 1: DNA isolation, quantitation, and purification
During this stage the sample is collected by gently rubbing the

swab inside the mouth against the cheek for 10 seconds. Then the
laboratory isolates the buccal cells from the head of the swabs.After
removing the cells from the swabs, the DNA is extracted from the
cells. The DNA is quantitated to determine how much DNA is
present and the DNA is further concentrated and purified if
required.



Stage 2: PCR amplification
During this stage, the laboratory amplifies specific regions of 

your DNA for further examination. The DNA is amplified by a
process known as PCR (stands for Polymerase Chain Reaction).
PCR is very powerful technique which can amplify a single strand of
DNA over a million fold in very little time. PCR is a very sensitive
technique and is frequently used in forensic laboratories to analyze
blood stains, hair and saliva stains.

Stage 3: Sequencing
Sequencing allows the laboratory to examine the DNA once it

has been amplified by PCR. There are different methods available
to detect the amplified DNA. In smaller laboratories, sequencing is
often performed manually and is prone to human error. In larger
laboratories, sequencing is fully automated. Automated sequence is
fast and very precise. At Metaphase          (laboratory) sequencing 
is performed using the latest and most advanced automated
sequencers to ensure the most accurate results possible. During
sequencing, the DNA fragments are passed through a matrix and
detected by lasers. The detected fragments and their properties are
then output to a computer for analysis.

Stage 4: Analysis.
The final step of the testing process is the analysis of the

genetic information. Each and every gene that was examined is
fully documented in your final report. If the alleged father is not the
true biological father of the child, the alleged father’s DNA will not
match the half of the child’s genetic material which came from the
father. If the test man is indeed the true biotogical father of the
child, the paternal half of the gentic material of the child will match
that of the alleged father`s perfectly.
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Although paternity tests are more common than maternity tests,

there may be circumstances in which the biological mother of the
child is unclear. Examples include cases of an adopted child
attempting to reunify with his or her biological mother, potential
hospital mix-ups, and in vitro fertilization where the laboratory may
have implanted an unrelated embryo inside the mother.

Other factors such as new laws regarding reproductive
technologies using donated eggs and sperm and surrogate mothers



can mean that the female giving birth is not necessarily the legal
mother of the child may, in fact, be the egg donor.
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 DNA
You should pay close attention to how DNA testing companies

describe their testing and results. Even if the test concludes that the
alleged father is 100% excluded as the biological father, the test
may not have been 100% accurate. False exclusions can occur if a
laboratory mixes up the test samples, and the results are for
individuals from more than one case.

False inclusions can also occur. If the result is 99.0% inclusion,
the chance of a false inclusion is 100 times greater than a 99.99%
inclusion.

 DNA




 100  99.99%  99.0 
However, while almost all individuals have a single and distinct



set of genes, rare individuals, known as "chimeras", have at least
two different sets of genes. There have been several cases of DNA
profiling that falsely "proved" that a mother was unrelated to her
children

 (Genes)  
(Chimeras)  

 DNA Profiling 



 DNA 

There are two possible outcomes in a DNA paternity test:
1- Paternity Exclusion - A paternity exclusion indicates that the

tested man is not the true biological father of the child. A report
which states a paternity exclusion will show a minimum of two
exclusions at two different genetic loci. When a paternity
exclusion is indicated, the probability of paternity is 0%.

2- Paternity Inclusion - If the report states that the tested man is
not excluded as the biological father of the tested child, a
combined paternity index of greater than 1000 is indicated. A
combined paternity index of greater than 100 is accepted to
establish 99.0% portability of paternity. A CPI greater than 1000
indicates that the probability of paternity is greater than 99.9%

 DNA 
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